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A LOOK AT THE MID AND LATE MONTH TRENDS ALONG WITH IMPLICATIONS OF THE 

LATEST EUROPEAN MODEL’S LONG-RANGE OUTLOOK  
 

1.  The upper flow pattern across the country for the remainder of the month will allow a 
couple of moderating periods, but the lack of a persistent Southeast ridge and lots of 
cold air lurking just to our north means a long running, well above normal period is not 
likely in the cards this December… 
 
2.  Pattern trend hints suggest the North-Central States, the Great Lakes Region and the 
Northeast will be in a favorable position for frequent cold air intrusions during the heart 
of the winter season… 
 

 
AFTER A BIT OF AN OVER-PERFORMER SNOW EVENT FOR PORTIONS OF 

SOUTHEASTERN NY AND SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND YESTERDAY THINGS REMAIN 
RELATIVELY QUIET INTO FRIDAY 

 
1.  Snow squall potential continues across western and northern NY with only some 
random snow showers scattered elsewhere across the Northeast… 
 
2.  Next storm event will be a mild wet one late Friday night and Saturday… Very limited 
snow and/or ice expected with this event… 
 
3.  The Tuesday / Wednesday time frame next week will be the focus for the region’s next 
viable winter storm threat and this one will likely feature significant snow and ice areas… 
 
 TEMPERATURE TRENDS 
 
I hosted a webinar yesterday updating my winter out.  Well, it was not much of an update 
since I am still onboard with normal to modestly colder than normal winter season.  But I 
had to open the door to a colder forecast than originally thought.  To illustrate my 
thinking, I will show the European model’s mean upper air flow prediction for each of the 
winter months (D/J/F). 
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Here is the upper air look forecast for the remainder of December. 
 

 
 
-  Not the lack of a defined Southeast ridge.  This implies it will be touch to get a long 
running much above period for the Northeast; unlike the last 2 or 3 Decembers. 
 
-  Also note, there continues to be a signal for western Canadian ridging.  You have to 
remember this is a 31 day mean.  It is likely the features on this map will often be 
amplified more than the mean suggest.  When the western ridge is strong, solid cold air 
masses will come southeastward around the Hudson Bay trough depicted.  When the 
flow flattens, moderation will spread eastward into the Northeast, but it will not be usual. 
 
 
 
Cont. 
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Here is the European’s forecast upper flow for January 2020. 
 

  
 
-  Note the increasing strength of the western ridging and the position of the Polar Vortex 
or upper low sitting north of Hudson Bay.  The increasing amplitude of these 2 features 
strongly suggest an intensifying cold feed into the north-central and northeast sections 
of the country during January. 
 
-  While upper level heights are increasing over the Southeast, it does not feature an 
definable ridge and will likely only prevent strong cold intrusions plunging southward 
into the Southeast and Florida. 
 
-  Depending on the placement of these features during max amplitude periods, the stage 
could be set for some nasty arctic intrusions during the month of January. 
 
- If any high latitude blocking episodes develop, an enhanced cold period would be likely 
but for now the call continues to be modestly colder than normal conditions likely! 
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Lastly, here is the European’s model forecasted upper flow for February 2020. 
 

 
 
-  While at first glance the pattern looks almost identical to January’s, the flow and 
features (western ridge & Hudson Bay trough) are actually stronger and better positioned 
to deliver arctic air into the north-central and northeast states. 
 
-  Again, any hint of blocking would produce “Katie Bar the Door” arctic intrusions. 
 
-  It is important to not go overboard with the cold call given the nature of long-range 
forecasting.  But if the January / February depictions feature anything close to what the 
model is projecting, the winter season be solidly colder than normal. 
 
-  In general, I see nothing that makes we want to run away from the call for a normal to 
modestly colder than normal call and it is possible I am being foolish not running with a 
much colder forecast.  But I have learned to be cautious and not over-promise cold given 
ongoing global temperature issues. 
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Here is my original Winter Outlook Map, on which I have marked some changes or 
shifts based on the European’s trends… 
 

 
 
 
-  Note the black arrow shifting the Cold Core eastward across the Great Lakes closer to 
the Northeast. 
 
-  Secondly, note the black hatched lines running from the Midwest eastward toward the 
Virginia coast.  I have decided to remove the area from IL eastward into central New 
England from the Near Normal zone (yellow area) and let the Colder than Normal (light 
blue) spread eastward across all of Ohio, PA/NJ/DE/MD, southern NY, CT/MA/RI and 
southern VT/NH and Maine. 
 
-  I am also going to cutback the colder than normal across the Northern Rockies and put 
that area into the Near Normal zone (yellow). 
 
By the time we get into the last 10 days of December, we should be able to see if we are 
on the right track in cooling the overall Northeast forecast more than first indicated. 
 
DISRUPTIVE WEATHER POTENTIAL 
 
Summary:  While some decent snow squall potential will continue across portions of 
mainly western and northern NY, most of the Northeast will not experience any disruptive 
weather well into Friday. 
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A potent disturbance will form over the Deep South / Southeast Friday and then 
trek northward into New England by Saturday.  Given the track staying on the coastal 
plain or inland pretty much ensures a rain event for most of the region very late Friday 
night on well into Saturday. 
 
Steady rain will spread into PA/NJ and southern NY Friday evening, but waits until very 
late Friday night or early Saturday before shifting northward across Southern New 
England and points north. 
 
Saturday looks very wet across most of PA/NJ/NY and New England with many places 
seeing over an inch of rain.  Mild temps during this rain event will likely cause lots of 
snow melt. 
 
Dry and colder weather returns Sunday and last through Monday. 
 
The next major winter storm threat will arrive Tuesday of next week and looks like a 
widespread mixture storm will areas of significant snow and/or ice accumulation. 
 
My next update on Monday will assess the regional storm impacts and include a snow / 
ice accumulation map. 
 
 
 
Meteorologist John Bagioni 
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